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THE TRUE METHOD OF POLITICA.L ECONOMY.
BY WILLIA.:al: W. II'OJ,WELL, LL. D.,

PR~8IDENT

OF THE UNI-

VEBSITY OP :ai:INNESOTA.

On \he liJd of \hose tdudies which occupy the most precious weeks and mon\hs of \he college life, there is no one
· held in higher estimation \han political economy, whether
by sm4ents themselves or by the general public. To give
more room \han can be aft'orded to such studies in the ordinary classical and literary courses, three at least, of our larg.
est and richest universities have lately organized independent
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departments of political and social science. Every young
man aspiring to public life is advised by the press and by
public men that political economy is the one subject which
should receive his most studious attention. Let a y01mg
man, however, in accordance with such advice, undertake
the study, and he will not have proceeded far before
making the discovery that he is in a vast wilderness of
conundrums. Opposing camps of political economists array
the~selves in confident support of contradictory opinions.
Friends of certain lines of practical policy in industry,·
~ance or transportation bring forward arguments from
"political economy," which, if equally cogent should necessarily cancel and annihilate one another. The political
economy taught in Pennsylvania ·by a disciple of Carey,
resembles that dispensed in Wisconsin by an editor of
Wayland, as the United States' history received in the
Boston schools resembles that once dealt out to the ~hildren
of Charleston and Savannah. Let us enumerate some of
these contradictions which present themselves to the beginner in political economy :
First and chief-A confusion of abstract questions and
practical problems in the same discussi?ns. One school of
writers go so far as to maintain that there is and can be no
general scientific treatment of principles in political economy;
they must be met as they arise incidentally out of the actual
ex:igiencies of particulfu nations or communities. These are
they who take pride in the self-assumed title of national
economists. Their position is similar to that of those lawyers who refuse to consider the la.w as a science, and investigate only such questions as are brought to the surface in the
course of litigation.
An opposing grand division take the extreme view that
national economy, if this title may be suffered at all, is
merely the art of applying to practice, under particular cir-
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cumstances and conditions, the laws of their own abstract
cosmopoliticalscience of political economy.
The writers of most modern nations, are correspondingly with above distinctio'li, alternately divisible
into two rival schools of free-traders and protectionists.
These schools are commonly affiliated with the great political pa.riies of the nation. The laissez faire statesman is
invariably a free-trader; the beneficent statesman, who
hopes by legislation to develop the resvurces and direct the
indnstry of the conntry,· a protectionist. Patriotism is
appealed to, to enlist the young men in the ~ne host; while
the opposing legions 'emblazon on their banners such mottoes as "mankind are brothers ;" "humanity is above the
love of country."
Second.-There have also come into being in modern
times a variety of socialistic schools and writers, who, despairing of the permanent betterment of existing industrial
and social conditions demand. a reconstruction and reorganization of our whole 8ocial system. Some of these, with
·motives most eommendable, propose some form or other
of communism, in work, in distribution or in family arrangements. Existing society, they claim, can only be mended
by utter · abolition.
Third.-As if to give countenance to the claim that political economy is not a science, the books on the subject present
the greatest variety in the arrangement of topics. Many of
the text-books consist of an apparently fortuitous collection
of essays on various topics of the subject. Some begin with
land, others with labor, others with money, still others
with exchange.
Fourth.-The arrangements however are not always fortuitous but are founded on different conceptions of the sphere
and scope of the snb}ect. A few sampl~ definitions will
exemplify this diversity.

.
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Political economy is defined by N. Webstet as "That
branch of philosophy which discusses the sources and
methods of material wealth and prosperity iu a. nation."
President Chapin, author of the "Recast" of Wayland's
well known text-book, defines politioal economy in Johnson's Cyclopedia as "That department of social science which
trests of the development and application of material wealth
for the physical well being of men in society."
Professor Arthur Latham Perry gives "The science of exchanges, or the science of values."
Amasa Wa1ker, following Mill, offers "The science of
wealth," explaining by adding "material wealth."
Mclnisoon, in his curious work proposes "the name
given to the science which teaches the proper arrangement
of national afFairs."
Henry C. Carey, by Miss Kate McKean, defines thus:
" The science of the laws which govern man in his efforts to
secure for himself the largest i}ldividuality and the grea.te,t
power of association with his fellow men."
Sismondi remarks that the title given by Adam Smith to ·
his great work ·~Of the nature and the causes of the wealth
of nations" is in it~elf a most precise definition.
But Adam Smith, contenting himself with a. title, fortunately did not hamper himself . with a. definition, and
thus left himself at liberty to discuss all topics which
seemed to him germane .to hia purpose. The range of
subjects grasped and handled by that vast mind has been
summarized by Buckle ( vol., II, p. 350, Appleton's edition)
thus: "The phenomena not 'only of wealth but also of
society in general .. the origin of the division of labor . . the
invention of money and .. changes in its value .. relations of
the precious metals .. wages and profits . . progress of towns in
Europe .. fluctuations in prices of food .. history of corporations and of mUBicipal encroachments and their bearing on
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.. apprentices, manufacturers, merchants and landlords . . an
account of the immense power and riches of the clergy .. ,
how .. feudal .. nobles aquired their power .. how the sovereigns
of Europe obtained their revenues .. the cause of certain virtues as hospitality flourishing in barbarous ages .. the influence of inventions and discoveries .. advantages derived from
the discovery of America, and the pa886ge around the Cape ..
the origin of universities, &c., .. a comparison of public and
private education .. and a vast num her of other subjects ;especting the str.ucture and development of society, such as
the feudal system, slavery, emancipation of serfs .. standing
armies .. titles, laws of primogeniture, sumptuary laws, international treaties .. European banks .. national debts, influence of dramatic representations .. colonies, poor laws .. all
topics of a miscellaneous character, and many of them diverging from each other."
Here is a wide range of :variation. The several specimens can not be here criticised in detail, but the following
remarks may be proposed : All t~ose writers who propose
"material wealth" as the subject of their investigation do
not proceed a dozen pages before they have leaped far beyond the boundaries of their definitiona; The phenomena
they are compelled to take into cognizance caa .uot be catalogued under that heading. Things. incorporeal a great variety crowd into the arena. Bastiat has not materially mended
the matters by his ingenious substitute of "services" . as the
actual basis of every exchange. Carey's definition is merely
an interesting paradoL Perry naturally opens his able and
vigorous work with a treatment of the most abstruse and
difficult topic of the science-value, discussing every part of
the subject from the standpoint of the trader. Dr. Chapin
avoids a mistake common to nearly all the writers other
than the socialistic by making political economy a branch
of social science.
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A further critical remark applying to the great majority
of writers is that they throw their discussions far into the
objective, imd ignore the interest, the agency, almost the
existence of man as a free moral being, The impression
is sometimes left that not much scope remains for the free
action of man-"that bundle of apathies, sympathies and
antipathies" amid the"mechanical and remorseless operations
o\ so-called laws of trade, population, rent and profits. These
laws~ are spoken of a'! if they were ordinances and not mere
generalizations so far as they are anything. The indifference,
not to say recklessness of human interest and fre~ agency displayed by many writers on political economy may perhaps
have justified the stigma of "the dismal science" which
was long ago put upon it
Fifth.- We noticE\ lastly a prevailing misapplication of
logical method. Starting from certain postulates the great
body of writers proceed by the application of the deductive
method to such conclusions as are possible. In many cases
it turns out that the postula~s are just such as will serve the
purpose of the protectionist, free trader, socialist or other sectarian. Such a procedure can be of no service in the establishment and propagation of truth unless by way of accident
A false postulate of Adam Smith in regard to value depending on the amount of labor expended on a commodity vitiates
his whole system. Another of Ricardo assuming that the
best lands of any new country are the first to be occupied
and that all lands are occupied in the order of decreasing fertility was proven by Carey to be contrary to the facts in som~
cases and therefore not of universal validity. No branch
of human learning has suffered so much from the p~emature
application of the deductive method to mere gue~ses and
postulate~ in the interest of opposing political schools.
Such are the chief difficulties whicli present themselves to
the adventurer in the field of political economy.
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The writer is one who believes it possible to take away
this reproach froin political economy, by framing the proper .
definitions, adopting the proper method, and making the proper arrangements of topics ; and he knows of no better way in
which his view may be shown than by presenting a syllabus
of the course of instruction given by him for the last seven
years in the University of Minnesota.
No defense can be undertaken of the co~e at this time,
except so far 88 a statement, if clear, is its own defense.
The course opens ~th a brief historical sketch of the
various schools of political economy.
The next thing and first thing of such a course proper, is
to draw a strong line of separation between political economy and national economy and to relegate to the latter a
considerable body of vexatious, practical questions, su<;h 88
the tariff, the greenback, and transportation problems ;
questions to be solved by the practical statesman, according to
, such lights as political economy, ethics, the science of law and
experience may furnish him. This separation is l;>elieved to
be essential to the unembarrassed consideration of theoretical
and scientific questions on the one hand, and on the other to
the handling of practical problems in legislation and society.
It is thus rendered possible for a teacher of political economy to consent to practical measures of national economy
which find their justification quite outside of his science.
Take the tariff as an instance. There can be no science of ·
political economy except on the assumption of freedom
order and morality in the reasonable sense of those terms.
Men must be supposed equally free to consume, to produce and to exchange. At the same time it will be
readily granted that a gOTernment may, even must, for reasons of state, curtail, and regulate industry and commerce ;
may go so far as to forbid and utterly abolish certain lines
of trade and labor. Tariff legislation finds its justification in

.
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the conditi.ons and exigencies of communities, not in the
study of the philosopher ; just as war with all its attendant
miseries, appeals, not to the teacher of ethics, for its justifieation, but to the practical statesman, charged with providing for the common defense.
The course of instruction under discusl!ion announces
political economy to be a seience in the received and reasonable sense of the word No advantage appears to be
gained by setting up a strained and fanciful definition, of
the term "seience," which shall exclude branches or fields
.of ~owledge reduced to system. It is believed not only. to
.be possible but to be necessary to adopt such a plan of
treatment that the topics of political economy shall fall
into an orderly sequE>..nce. If so, reasonable persons will not
deny · the application of the term science.
National economy is also· announced as a science, in a
•
like reasonable sense. The claim is not made that national
econom.Y is merely the art corresponding to the seience of
political economy. They are related seiences, analogous to
the seiences of ethics and law, the broad distinction
between which was clearly demonstrated by John Austin.
Political economy is par excellence, a social seience; national
economy, a political science.
Political economy is defined as that branch of social
science which contemplates man obtaining his subsistence
and the satisfaction of his desires by using natural forces
and materials. The prime subject of contemplation is not
wealth DOl' trade but labor ; man, the needy and busy
worker. As a short definition, inadequate indeed, but convenient, the following, an original if not first invention, is
used:
I

"PoLITICAL EcoNOMY IS THE SciENCE OF INDUSTRY."

Politic¥ economy thus becomes a human science, a
branch of Anthropology in a wide sense of that term ; in par-
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ticular a branch of social science. The social man is the
only real man, individual man being impossible. The point
to be emphasized. is that throughout the conrse the subjectS
of discussion are not mere colorless abstractions: not consumption, but man the consumer ; not production, but man the
producer ; not exchange, but man exchanging, &c. It is ·submitted that the approach by this way to such questions as
those of wages and profits, of labor combinations, of value,
leads to a clearer and more humanizing view than any
other possibly can.
The logical method to be employed in such a science as
this.course deals with is obvious. That broad, far-reaching
process of induction which has come to be specifice.lly named
the " historical method" is the only one suitable and useful
The few weeks that can be allowed in an ordinary college
course however do not permit the array before a class of
long catenas of facia. The teacher must content himself
with a few well-chosen examples and generalizations, relying to some extent on the ~neral information of his pupils.
In this course no "principles" or "laws" can be .dogmatically
announced from which conclusions are to be drawn by the
deductive logic. In consideration of the employment of the
historical method, political economy may p.ltematively be
ranked among the historical sciences. It baa cfose relations
on the one hand with the physical sciences, on the other
with the moral sciences, as will be hereafter pointed oul
The liberation of political economy from ifB complications with related sciences, the adoption of a proper definition and point of view, and the application of the historical method, render possible, almost necessary, a definite and
rational order of topics.
,
L At the bottom of the whole matter, the explanation, the
spring and motive of all human efforts, exchan~ and allotments lie the needs and wants, real or fancied. of the human
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creature, body and soul. The study of these phenomena
pccupies the attention of the students ~der the traditional
title, employed because traditional, of "CONSUMPTION." The
study of these needs and wants, private and public, primary
and secondary leads to the inference of the law that "Consumption tends to indefinite increase," at least in an advancing_state of society.
The cOnditions limiting and modifying the operation of
this law, are discussed under the following sub-heads:
1. Habitat, or physical environment, considered, as to,
a-Geography,
b-Physiography,
c-Geology and mineralogy,
d-Flora and fauna.

2. Population, as to,
a-Race,
b-Occupancy, time and manner of,
c-Numbers, under which the Malthusian doctrine receives attention.
3. Civilization: under this,
a-Religion,
b-Institutions,
c-Customs and fashions,
d-Arts, fine and useful,
e- Inventions and discoveries,
£-Culture,
4. Neighbors, as friendly or hostile, &c.
A chapter is given to INCIDENTAL consumption, the topics being:
1-Seed grains, roots, &e.,
2-Wear and tear of implements,
3-Protection of crops and products,
4:-Damages by nature through fire and 6ood, drouth,.
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winds, snow, hail, lightning, earthquakes and
volcanoes.
5-Damage by enemies-vegetable and animal,
6-Damage by man himself through,
a-Miscalculation and misadventure,
b-Through useless and unjustifiable war,
c-Through folly and luxury.
IL A discusssion of the phenomena of supply naturally
succeeds to that of the phenomena of demand under the customary title of "PRODUCTION. ~· If the spontaneous wants and
desires of men are ever expanding, so the enforced efforts of
men_ to ·provide for iliem know no limits but those set by nature. Nature furnishes materials and forces, matter and energy,'but man would starve, freeze or burn should he relax,
for a year and a day his foresight and exertions. Labor is
therefore the leading topic, followed by wealth, from which
capital is specificalfy differentiated. The definition and
method adopted at the outset removes the confusion which
in most books surround these subjects. There is no o..:casion
to strain the terin wealth beyond its common and accepted
sense of material accumulations intended for the satisfaction
of human desires. Labor being re~ed as the effort of
man put forth in productiod, i.e. for the supply of wants,
there remains also no ground for a fanciful distinction
between productive and unproductive labor.
The forms of production are analyzed into classes
according as they result in wealth or services.
A stndy of the phenomena of production, in connection
with those of consumption lead to the statement of the law :
"Supply varies as demand," and to its more particular
expession, "Production varies as consumption;" hence, production tends to indefinite increase.
Such being the law of production, the conditions which
limit and modify its operation, both in kind and amount, are
treated under the following heads :
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1.-All those conditions, above enumerated as modifiers of consumption, under " Habitat," " and
Population."
2.-Effi.ciency of labor, as depending on
a-Character of individual worker,
b-Socia!' status and arrangements,
e-Organization :
1.-Union, (eo-operation in productUm.)
2.-Division, (a)•of employments, (b) of specialties, (c) of processes.
3.-Co-effi.ciency of capital, as depending on :
a-Individual character,
b-Social arrangements,
c-Organization.
4.-Customs, affecting:
a-Settlements,_
b--Holdings,
c-Factory systems, etc.
The limitations on production are treated under these
titles:
1.-Recoil from excessive effort.
2.-Law of diminishing returns.
This part of the treatise concludes with remarks on a
general glut, the effect of the introdution of machines, trades'
unions, protection to industry, etc., on production.
IlL Up to this point man has been regarded as a part of
the great system of nature, and yet not the slave
or sport of nature. Consumption and production, it
must be remembered, can only be separated for discussion.
Their phenomena interlace interminably. Consumptive production ·is a favorite paradox with the writers. On
this side of the subject political eoonomy touches the
physical sciences. There· is a degree of exactness and precis-
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ion possible in the treatmE)nt which is alluring and at the
same time misleading.
At this point it would seem as if the ground had been
covered. His physical environment would seem to fix for
man what desires he may indulge, what efforts he may put
forth. The economic cycle, so-called, is apparently complete.
The matter is not so simple. Wants are universal, SUPplies are lpcal. Demand is perennial ~d constant ; supply is
intermittent. The producing commu~ty has accumulated a
vast body of wealth, and acquired the ability to render a
great variety of services. Nature has performed her pari
and says to men, "Share these my good gifts as you like."
We are thus brought to the door of the " Distribution problem," and here we find political economy touching upon
ethics. The question, How ooght ·the members of the
'
producing community to divide the results of their industry ? is essentially a moral question.
·
Under the title "DISTRIBUTION" are enumerated and
discussed various experiments which have been attempted
by different peoples in distributing wealth and services. The goods of the world Jw,ve been distributed, and
the principle of division which has obtained most widely,
and is accepted by enlightened nations, is that called "The
competitive principle." This principle is simple. It serves
in barbarous society, and civilized states do not find it injurious. It is highly favorable to industry, and to personal
liberty. Competition, in a true sense, implies the guardianship of society. Property is not merely a right, it is a trust.
The law of distribution, as historically worked out, is simply,
"Let each ,party in production have such share as may be
consistent with the equal right of all others." Distribution
takes place proximately between the great groups or strata
of producers, and afterwards between individuals. The
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State, first of all, subtracts such share as is needed to serve
the purposes of its existence and agency, giving occasion to a
section on public distribution. The parties in production
first appear in the two great masses of laborers and capitalists, separated not in fact, but only for discussion.
The general law of distribution is applied to :
1.-wages, and the modifying conditions are treated
under the' sub-heads :
-a-Number of employments.
b-Nature of employment.
c-Number of laborers.•
d-Immobility of laborers.
e-Ever-present needs of laborers.
f -.!At.bor combinations.
g-Legislation.
h-Social prejudices.
2.-Interest, 88 the share of those furnishing circulating
capital, is brought under the operation of the general law of
distribution, modified by such considerations 88 :
a-Amount of capital relative to population and the
state of industries.
b-The nature of industries.
c-The social condition.
d-Legislation.
8.-Rent, 88 the award of fixed capital, (used in production,) is discussed 88 to its variations attributable to :
a-The fixed area ofland.
b-The immobility of land.
c-The location of land.
d-Nature of soil
• At this point a halt ls made to discuss the famous "Wage Fund
Theory," the general doctrine belag that there ls no wage 1\ind apart
from the number and character of laborers, or that the wage fund ls,
In mathematical language, properly a FUNCTION of PRODUCTION. Labor
and wages are Interdependent variables.
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e-Population.
£-Diversification of industry.
g-"Diminishing returns."
h-Commerce.
· j-Customs, etc.
Ricardo's theory of rent is discussed on account of its historical importance, although the main question involved is
rather that of the value of land, than of the service it renders
in production, i. e., of rent proper.
4.-The laborors, including not merely the operatives,
but also the superintendents, overseers and the professional
classes, have now received their respective dues. The capitalists, of all sorts, have been compensated for the_ir services.
It would seem as if the business were ended. But not so.
The results of ·production are not a certain amount. They
sometimes a.re nothing at all ; at others they exceed all
expectations. The questions arise, whose is this excess, or
who shall pocket this loss ? We must dispose in some way
of this margin, plus or minus as it may be, beyond the ordinary results of production, and remaining, after all expenses
of production have been discharged. If this JlliLI'giD were
always, or generally on the wrong side of the ledger, production would soon be redueed to a minimum. The question of
loss we do not therefore need to consider at length. The
prospect of this undetermined margin of gain is the great
stimulus to capital and enterprise. To this margin of gain
over and above the ordinary and expected net returns ·of
production, the name of profits is assigned, by common usage;
as well as by scientific analysis. The distribution of profits
falls under the same general law with wages, rent and interest. He takes them who can, conceding the same privilege to all others. As a matter of fact, profits fall to eap.
italists, who alone are in a condition to take the chances of
gain and loss. No mere "entrepeneur," or middle man, put-
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ting up no capital, receives profits, but only wages of super.
intendence. The socialists naturally busy themselves with
the problem, how to organize laborers as to make them also
capitalists ; so that while employing themselves, they shall
be able to take the chances of gain and loss and become
sharers in profits. The chief modifying conditions regulating the distributio~ of profits are treated under :
a-Relative amount of capital.
b-Diversifi.cation of industry.
e-Machinery of exchanges.
d-Transportation.
e-Scale of operations.
f-Riskiness of business.
g-Custom and tradition.
h-Credit and speculation.
IV.-Let it~ granted that the whole returns of production
have now been equitably divided. Still few of the multifarious wants of civilizE¥1 man would be practically supplied.
Some have grain, iron, leather, lumber ; some cloth, shoes
or hats ; others have prepared sermons, dramas, symphonies ; others have written j>oems, tales, philosophies and so
' on. All are in need of a thousand several articles and
services. Begging and robbery being barred out from the
start, there remains but one means by which they can be
accommodated-EXCHANGE. Exchange is thus subsidiary to
and consequent on distribution, as it in turn was to production.
The student is first directed· to a study of the mark~t and
its phenomena. Isolated transactions of individuals two
and two lead to no useful results. The exchanges of the producing community in a free open market are the only ones
which can furnish data to the political economist. Exchange
·
pre-supposes society, freedom, justice.
A study of social exchanges leads to the liberation of the
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idea of value, which is defined simply as "Availability in
exchange," and to the general law ; " Value varies"i 'directly
as demand, and inversely as supply." The application of this
law to different classes of commodities leads to the development of the maxim or s~condary law, that "Value tends to
equal the cost of production," in the case of all commodities
capable of indefinite production.
It is regarded as a capital advantage of the method and
order of topics of this course that the most abstract and
ordinarily confusing title of "Vnlue'' is not thrust into the teeth
of the beginner in the study. It is only reached toward the
close of the treatise, in its proper historical place and logical
order.
Exchanges are analyzed, as to kinds, into those of :
1.-Home traffic.
2.-Inland traffic.
3.-Foreign traffic.
It is shown how these depend respectively upon the
division of processes, specialties and employments.
The amount of exchanges tends to equal the whole surplus
of the producing community or communities concerned.
Exchange is spontaneous .and naturally self-directive. The
chief modifying and limiting considerations are :
a-Space and time.
b-War.
c-Legistation.•
The instruments of exchange are next treated. They are :
I.-Transportation, by which the obstacle of space is
overcome.
2.-Money, by which the obstacle of time is.obviated.
Transportation is regarded as a benefit, the true policy
of society being to lay the whole world under contribution
•Legislative restrictions on exchanges are commonly mean' to regulate industry, by regulating commerce.
·
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for commodities, which it oan not profitably produce, while
commanding the markets of the world for its own special
productions.
Money is first treated in its strict sense as property of
some substantial form, used by law or convention as e. medium of exchanges. The function of serving as a so-called
cc standard of value" is subsidiary.
Paper-money next receives analysis and a chapter on
money-paper, followed' by a final section on modern banking, concludes the course.
It only needs to be added that this is, and only pretends
to be, an elementary course in political economy. • It is
elaimed that the method proposed is adhered to consistently,
and that all the essential topics are developed in a natural,
rational and historical succession. Is not the name science fairly assignable to a subject which oan be so treated ?

NATIONAL ECONOMY-SYLLABUS.

Introduction upon plans of government. A legitimate
government has two spheres of action.
1.-It must maintain its existence and seoure the
means of performing its functions.
2.-It must perform its duties.
To do the first a revenue is essential "The revenue,"
aays Burke, "is the state." Revenue is :
I.-Ordinary, from taxation.
a-Theory of taxation.
Forms-direct and indirect, compared.
Principles-of justice-of policy.
b-Practice in United States.
·
•several diagrams have been omitted ln printing.
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National-indirect j ~xternal-cus~ms.
1mternal-exCises.
persons.
State-direct r perty j reaL
P0
1 personal.
2.-Extraordinary revenue.
c-(From unusual taxes.)
d-By borrowing.
1-0n voluntary loans-bonds, etc., or
2--by forced loans-paper-money.
Supplied with revenue in the shape of the money of the
world, the government is prepared to do all those things foz
which it exists.
The duties of government• are of two great classes.
I.-Duties which MUST be done, i. e. done by government if done at all-necessary duties.
A-As to foreign relations.
1.-In peace, such as:
International postal arrangements.
Arbitration of disputes.
Extradition of criminals.
Suppression of piracy-in general, all international peace duties and obligations.
2.-In war.
I'o repel invasion.
To protect our commerce, territory, etc.
B-As to home relations.
1.-The care of . public property.
2.-The ordinary administration of public justice.
3.-The suppression of r_iots and insurrections.
.H.-Duties which MAY be done-optional duties.
These fall into three classes :

l

•

•Under government we merge, for coavealence; the natto~al, eta~
county, town or municipal governments.
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The T1·ue Method of Political Ecmumzy.
A.-Those optional duties in which the government
appears as the manager, employing her own agents
and excluding wholly or partially, private enterprise.
I.-The Postoffice.
2.-The General Landoffice.
3.-Coinage, weights and measures.
4.-Internal improvements, including harbors,
rivers, roads, bridges, paving, lighting, etc.
4.-Care of the unfortunate classes.
a-Deaf, dumb, blind and idiots.
b-The poor.
5.-Education.
B.-Optional duties, in which the government regulates the conduct of private persons.
!.-Public P<>lioy of property.
2.
"
"
contracts.
3.
"
"
•commerce and·industry.
4.
science, literature and art.
"
"
5.
health.
"
6.
"
"
morals.
C.-Optional duties on which the government appears
as a mere contributor.
I.-Subsidies and bounties.
2.-Publication of works.
3.-Loaning of credit to corporations.
4.-Contributions to colleges of agriculture, etc.
It is believed that all of the vital topics of our national

..

economy will have been touched in the course of the discussions contemplated. Certain outliers will always remain for
separate treatment.
•U¥der this head tall the tarl1f &nd transportation questions.
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